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**Marvellous, Čudovito, Meraviglioso - An exercise of radical imagination**

*Il latte dei sogni, The milk of dreams,* the title of Biennale Arte 2022 invites us to reflect upon the world on the threshold between real and imaginary, fascinating and scary. The world as a totality in permanent metamorphosis, a marvellous constellation of fragile contradictions.

Under such suggestive push, the University of Nova Gorica in collaboration with GO!2025-European Capital of Culture and under the patronage of UNISCAPE (*European Network of Universities dedicated to landscape studies and education according to the principles of the European Landscape Convention*), are participating in the Biennale Sessions at Venice Biennale Arte 2022 on 19 November 2022 at 4 p.m. in Sala D'Armi A. The excursion is entitled **Marvellous, Čudovito, Meraviglioso - An exercise of radical imagination** and reflects upon the “impossible ecologies” as driving forces that shape our “feeling for nature” and challenge the logic of main-stream green agendas.